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ON CONGRUENCE CLASSES AND EXTENSIONS OF RINGS
WITH APPLICATIONS TO BRACES
TOMASZ BRZEZIN´SKI AND BERNARD RYBO LOWICZ
Abstract. Two observations in support of the thesis that trusses are inherent in
ring theory are made. First, it is shown that every equivalence class of a congruence
relation on a ring or, equivalently, any element of the quotient of a ring R by an ideal
I is a paragon in the truss T(R) associated to R. Second, an extension of a truss
by a one-sided module is described. Even if the extended truss is associated to a
ring, the resulting object is a truss, never a ring, unless the module is trivial. On the
other hand, if the extended truss is associated to a brace, the resulting truss is also
associated to a brace, irrespective of the module used.
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that points of a quotient ring, understood
as equivalence classes of the relation defined by an ideal, and extensions of rings by
one-sided modules have a rich algebraic structure which leads one from the realm of
rings to that of trusses. It has been observed first by Pru¨fer [9] in the abelian case and
then by Baer [2] and Susˇkevicˇ [13] in general that every group can be understood as
a herd (Schar) or heap (Gruda), i.e. a set with an associative ternary operation that
satisfies Mal’cev identities. In contrast to groups no choice of a specific element is made
in a heap, indeed any point of a heap can play the role of the neutral element of the
associated group, known as a retract of the heap. This allows one to view an empty set
as a heap (which is one of the indications that the notion of a heap generalises that of
a group) and to understand heaps as an affine version of groups. Recently, a similarly
affine version (or generalisation) of a ring has been introduced in [3] and termed a
truss. The original motivation for trusses comes from exciting progress in the study of
sets with two interacting group structures introduced by Rump [10], and called braces
(see also [6], [8]), but the simplicity of the definition of a truss and both similarity and
unexpected dissimilarity between rings and trusses, makes the latter an interesting
object of studies on their own [4], [5]. In this paper, we show two instances in which
trusses enter into most natural ring-theoretic considerations and, indeed, appear to be
indispensable for a full understanding of these constructions.
More specifically, Certaine observed in [7] that every coset in a group while not a
subgroup in general is a sub-heap of the heap associated with the group. Thus, in order
to treat all cosets on equal footing, one needs to depart the category of groups for the
category of heaps. In the present paper we show that given a ring R, a left module M
and a submodule N of M , the cosets of N are (induced) modules of the truss T(R)
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associated to R. In particular, the points of the quotient ring R/I, i.e. the cosets of
the ideal I in R are induced sub-bimodules or paragons of T(R). Secondly, we show
that trusses are deeply embedded in the group and ring theory; ring extensions by
one-sided modules, including extensions of the endomorphism ring of an abelian group
by this group, typically yield trusses rather than rings. More precisely, given a ring
R and a left R-module M , we define an associative multiplication on R ⊕M , which,
while it does not distribute over the addition, distributes over the associated ternary
heap operation; thus R ⊕M is a truss. We present this construction more generally
for trusses thus making it applicable to braces too.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains preliminary information on
heaps, trusses their paragons and modules, including special cases of trusses associated
to rings and braces. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the algebraic structure
of a congruence equivalence classes in rings (and trusses). In the first main theorem,
Theorem 3.1 we show that there is one-to-one correspondence between congruence
equivalence classes in modules over trusses with induced submodules. In particular
every such class in a module over a ring is a module over the truss associated to this
ring, not a module over the ring (unless the class contains zero). We demonstrate
how to translate these classes to modules over rings. Furthermore, we conclude that
elements of a quotient ring R/I are paragons in the truss T(R) associated to R. We
then study rings for which the set of all units forms a paragon, in particular we find that
such rings with the quotient by the paragon of units being Z2 are fully characterised
by the property that either an element is a unit or else the difference between this
element and the identity is a unit; see Theorem 3.13. The section is concluded with
an observation that if the set of units in a truss T is a sub-heap, then it forms a
brace. We apply this observation to commutative brace-type truss structures on the
additive group Z classified in [4]. By taking suitable quotients of one of these trusses we
recover two-sided braces with additive structure of C2k+1 and multiplicative structure
of C2 ⊕ C2k , i.e. all abelian cyclic braces with socles of order 2 [11, Proposition 4].
In Section 4 we discuss and analyse extensions of trusses T to trusses T [M ; e] by one-
sided modules M and relative to e ∈ M . These are constructed on the product heap
T×M . It is shown that the ring-type truss is only trivially extended to a ring type truss,
i.e. T [M ; e] is ring-type if and only if T is ring-type and M = {e}. Nevertheless even
if M is a non-trivial module, the resulting truss can be extended to a ring, following
the procedure of adjoining the zero element described in [5]. The main result of this
section, Theorem 4.4 gathers properties of such extensions. In particular it is observed
that although the extension is defined relatively to an element of a module, the trusses
obtained for different elements are mutually isomorphic. The module M has a natural
action of T [M ; e] and can be embedded into T [M ; e] as a paragon so that the quotient
truss is isomorphic to T . In a similar way T can be embedded in T [M ; e] as a left
paragon; the resulting quotient T [M ; e]-module returns M . Put together these mean
that we are dealing with a split extension of trusses. Finally T [M ; e] is unital if and
only if T is unital, and units of T [M ; e] are formed of the product of units of T and
the whole of M . Thus, in particular, if T corresponds to a brace, so does T [M ; e]. We
use this last observation to construct an extension of an abelian brace with additive
structure of C4 and multiplicative structure of C2 ⊕ C2 to the non-abelian brace with
additive structure C4 ⊕ C4 and multiplicative structure C2 ⊕ D8. We note that this
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construction can be also performed for left (one-sided) trusses. In the special case in
which B is a left brace acting on an abelian group M by automorphism of M , then
the extension of the corresponding left truss T(B) by the M at 0, i.e. the left-truss
T(B)[T(M); 0] corresponds to the special case of extensions of B introduced in [1,
Theorem 3.3].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Trusses. Following [3] a truss is a set T together with a ternary operation
[−,−,−] : T × T × T → T and multiplication · : T × T → T , denoted by juxta-
position, such that for all a, b, c, d, e ∈ T ,
(1) [[a, b, c], d, e] = [a, b, [c, d, e]] (associativity),
(2) [b, b, a] = a = [a, b, b] (Mal’cev identities),
(3) [a, b, c] = [c, b, a] (commutativity),
(4) a · [b, c, d] = [a · b, a · c, a · d] (left distributivity),
(5) [b, c, d] · a = [b · a, c · a, d · a] (right distributivity).
We say that T is commutative if, for all a, b ∈ T , ab = ba. A truss is said to be unital
if it has the identity (often denoted by 1) with respect to the multiplication. If only
conditions (1)–(4) are satisfied one refers to T as a left truss and in case all but (4)
hold T is termed a right truss.1
The conditions (1)–(2) mean that (T, [−,−,−]) is a heap and (1)–(3) that it is an
abelian heap (see e.g. [9], [2], [13]). A sub-heap is a subset of a heap closed under
the heap operation. Every (abelian) group has the unique associated (abelian) heap
structure with the ternary operation [a, b, c] = ab−1c. Conversely, fixing the middle
term in the heap operation, one obtains a group operation [−, e,−], for which e is the
neutral element. This group is known as a retract of the heap (or e-retract, if the
fixed neutral element is to be specified). All retracts of the same heap are mutually
isomorphic with the isomorphism from the e-retract to the e′-retract given by
τ e
′
e (a) = [a, e, e
′], for all a ∈ T .
Every ring R can be viewed as a truss, by replacing addition by the induced heap
operation [a, b, c] = a− b+ c, for all a, b, c ∈ R. This truss is denoted by T(R) and it is
an example of a ring-type truss, that is a truss T with an absorber, i.e. an element
0 ∈ T such that, for all t ∈ T , 0t = t0 = 0. A truss can possess at most one absorber.
A truss morphism is a function between trusses ϕ : T → T ′ which preservers
operations, i.e., for all a, b, c ∈ T ,
ϕ([a, b, c]) = [ϕ(a), ϕ(b), ϕ(c)] & ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a)ϕ(b).
In the case of rings, every morphism between two rings ϕ : R → R′ is also a truss
morphism between associated trusses; T(ϕ) : T(R) → T(R′) is given by T(ϕ)(r) =
ϕ(r), for all r ∈ R. As presented notation suggests T is a functor between the category
of rings and that of trusses.
1Further possibilities include dropping condition (3) thus yielding skew trusses, but we will not be
dealing with these notions in here.
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In rings one needs the notion of an ideal to create quotients, in trusses the required
structure is that of a paragon. A paragon is a sub-heap P of a truss T for which there
exists q ∈ P , such that, for all x ∈ T and p ∈ P ,
λq(x, p) := [xp, xq, q] ∈ P & ̺q(p, x) := [px, qx, q] ∈ P.
If P is a paragon in a truss T , then the canonical map π : T → T/P is an epimor-
phism of trusses (see [4, Proposition 3.22]). Here T/P is the set of equivalence classes
of the sub-heap relation:
x ∼P y ⇐⇒ ∃p ∈ P, [x, y, p] ∈ P.
The inverse image of any element e in the codomain of a truss homomorphism ϕ :
T −→ T ′ is a paragon in T (called an e-kernel of ϕ). Furthermore, ϕ−1(e) is a sub-
truss of T if and only if e is an idempotent. A sub-heap P is a left paragon if it is
closed under λq and a right paragon if it is closed under ̺q, for some (and hence for
all) elements q ∈ P . Although paragons describe fully congruences in trusses, i.e. the
sub-heap relation ∼P is a congruence in a truss T if and only if P is a paragon, one can
still consider analogs of ideals in trusses, see [4]. An ideal of a truss T is a sub-heap
J ⊆ T such that for all t ∈ T and x ∈ J, tx ∈ J and xt ∈ J. Obviously every ideal is a
paragon. Furthermore, T/J is ring-type with the absorber J .
2.2. Modules over trusses. Let T be a truss. A left T -module is an abelian heap
M together with an action λM : T ×M →M of T on M, written on elements as t ·m,
that is associative and distributes over the heap operation, i.e., for all t, t′, t′′ ∈ T and
m,m′, m′′ ∈M,
t · (t′ ·m) = (tt′) ·m,
[t, t′, t′′] ·m = [t ·m, t′ ·m, t′′ ·m],
t · [m,m′, m′′] = [t ·m, t ·m′, t ·m′′].
We say that a module M is unital if T has an identity and 1 ·m = m for all m ∈ M.
In a symmetric way right modules are defined as left modules over the opposite truss,
hence whatever is said about left modules can be stated about right modules too.
Thus we will mainly consider left modules and further we will use term ‘module’ for
‘left module’. Amodule morphism is a morphism of heaps that preserves the actions.
An element e of a left T -module M is called an absorber if, for all t ∈ T , t · e = e.
Since morphisms of modules preserve actions they also preserve absorbers. It is worth
mentioning here that a module need not have absorbers and that, contrary to the case
of trusses, even in a bimodule, a (two-sided) absorber is not unique; for example if M
is an abelian heap then M can be treated as a bimodule over an arbitrary truss T with
operations given, for all t ∈ T and for all m ∈ M , by t ·m = m = m · t. A module M
over a ring R gives rise to the module T(M) over the truss T(R) with unchanged action
and the heap operation given by addition. Every R-module homomorphism ϕ gives
rise to the T(R)-module homomorphism, T(ϕ) = ϕ. Therefore, T is a functor from the
category of modules over a ring R to the category of modules over the associated truss
T(R). It has been observed in [5] that if R is a ring, M and N are T(R)-modules with
unique absorbers, say, e inM and e′ in N , and ϕ : M → N is a T(R)-module morphism,
then since ϕ preserves absorbers, ϕ is a morphism between R-modules (M, [−, e,−])
and (N, [−, e′−]).
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Similarly to the case of modules over rings one can define a submodule of a module
over a truss as a sub-heap closed under the action. Although it is a well defined
subobject and it is possible to define quotient modules in this way, the resulting quotient
module will have at least one absorber, so a more general approach needs to be taken.
Following [4, Section 4.9], first observe that any element e of a T -module M induces
an action, for all t ∈ T and m ∈M ,
t ·e m = [t ·m, t · e, e]. (2.1)
The heap M together with the induced action ·e is a T -module with absorber e. Next,
an induced submodule N of a module M is a sub-heap closed under the induced
action, i.e. for all e, e′ ∈ N and all t ∈ T t ·e e
′ := [te′, te, e] ∈ N. If N is an induced sub-
module of M , then the canonical map πN :M →M/N is an epimorphism; conversely,
if N is a sub-heap of M such that M/N is a T -module and the canonical surjection
is a module epimorphism, then N is an induced submodule of M (see [4, Proposition
4.32(2)]).
If ϕ :M →M ′ is a module morphism, then, for all m′ ∈M ′, ϕ−1(m′) is an induced
submodule of M .
2.3. Braces. Following [10], [6], [8] a two-sided brace is a set B with two group
operations: + : B × B → B, which is commutative, and · : B × B → B, (a, b) 7→ ab
such that for all a, b, c ∈ B,
a(b+ c) = ab− a+ ac & (b+ c)a = ba− a+ ca. (2.2)
A set B with two group operations satisfying the first of conditions (2.2) is known as a
left brace; if only the second of (2.2) is satisfied one refers to B as to a right brace.
It is possible to define a brace starting with a truss. Let T be a truss that is a group
with respect to the multiplication. Then B = (T,+, ·), where − + − := [−, 1,−] and
· is the multiplication in T , is a two-sided brace (see [4, Corollary 3.10 ]). Note that
1 is a neutral element for both · and +. In the converse direction, to any two-sided
brace B a truss can be associated by equipping B with the ternary heap operation
[a, b, c] := a − b + c, for all a, b, c ∈ B. This truss will be denoted by T(B). In case
B is a left brace, T(B) is a left truss and if B is a right brace, then T(B) is a right
truss. It might be worth mentioning that T(B) is the main example that motivated
the definition of a truss.
Following [6, Definition 3] and the discussion in there an ideal of a (left, right,
two-sided) brace B is a normal subgroup S of (B, ·) such that for all b ∈ B and s ∈ S,
bs− s ∈ S equivalently sb− s ∈ S.
The foregoing condition can be written in the associated truss T(B) as the closeness
under λ1 or, equivalently, under ̺1, since, for all b ∈ T(B) and s ∈ S,
λ1(b, s) = [bs, s, 1] = bs− s+ 1 = bs− s ∈ S,
̺1(s, b) = [sb, s, 1] = sb− s+ 1 = sb− s ∈ S
If S is an ideal, then the canonical map π : B → B/S is an epimorphism of left braces.
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3. On the algebraic structure of an equivalence class
The aim of this section is to grasp the internal algebraic structure of points in a
module over a ring or, more generally, a module over a truss. Every module (over a
ring or, more generally, truss) is a quotient module, for example of a free module. Seen
in that way, points in any module have internal structure of an equivalence class of a
particular relation (congruence). If an R-module M is a quotient of an R-module N ,
then the zero of M is a submodule of N . What is the structure of all the remaining
points? As equivalence classes of a congruence they are sets which form a partition
of N compatible with the R-action. Therefore one might expect that they will carry
additional algebraic structure which reflects addition and R-action in N . Inspired by
Certaine’s observation [7] that a subset S of a group G is a coset for some subgroup G′
of G if and only if S is a sub-heap of the unique heap associated to G, we aim in this
section to reveal this structure. It turns out that one needs to view rings as trusses to
achieve this aim.
Let T be a truss and let M be a T -module. Given a congruence ∼ in M , let
π∼ : M → M/ ∼ denote the canonical epimorphism that sends elements of m to their
equivalence classes. Note that a ∼ b if and only if π∼(a) = π∼(b). Therefore ∼ is the
kernel relation Ker (π∼). Since every kernel relation is a congruence (for any algebra),
one can identify congruences in M with kernel relations of morphisms of T -modules.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a truss, M a T -module and N a subset of M . Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) N is an induced submodule of M .
(2) N is a sub-heap of M and there is a congruence ∼ on M such that πN = π∼.
(3) N is an equivalence class of a congruence on M .
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): If N is an induced submodule of M , then the sub-heap relation
∼N is a congruence on M by (the proof of) [4, Proposition 4.32].
(2) =⇒ (3): Every induced submodule is a sub-heap and every sub-heap is an
equivalence class for its sub-heap relation, see [4, Proposition 2.10].
(3) =⇒ (1): Assume that N is an equivalence class for a congruence on M , say
∼. In particular ∼ is a congruence for the heap structure on M , hence N is a sub-
heap by [7, Theorem 1]. Furthermore, for all t ∈ T and n, n′ ∈ N , t · n ∼ t · n′, i.e.
π∼(t · n) = π∼(t · n
′). Set m = [t · n, t · n′, n′]. Then
π∼(m) = π∼ ([t · n, t · n
′, n′])
= [π∼(t · n), π∼(t · n
′), π∼(n
′)] = [π∼(t · n), π∼(t · n), π∼(n
′)].
Hence, π∼(m) = π∼(n
′), i.e. m ∈ N . Thus N is an induced submodule. 
Theorem 3.1 can be applied to trusses associates to rings, thus yielding
Corollary 3.2. If M is a module over a ring R, then N ⊆ M is an equivalence class
for a congruence ∼ in M if and only if N is an induced submodule of T(M).
Proof. Suffices it to observe that an equivalence relation is a congruence on M as an
R-module if and only if it is a congruence on M as a T (R)-module and then apply
Theorem 3.1. 
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Since every congruence relation of R-modules arises as the quotient by a submodule,
Corollary 3.2 gives interpretation of points of quotients of R-modules M/N as induced
submodules of T(M) (M viewed as a module of the associated truss T(R)). Further-
more, it provides one with the procedure of calculating the quotient of an R-module
M by the equivalence class of any point m of M : one simply needs to interpret M as
a heap and then take the quotient by the class of m which is a sub-heap of M . In the
same vein one obtains the following interpretation of points of a quotient and hence of
any ring.
Corollary 3.3. Let R be a ring and I an ideal in R. Then every point of the quotient
ring R/I is a paragon in the associated truss T(R).
The following proposition explains how to recover the submodule from any equiva-
lence class in the quotient R-module M/N .
Proposition 3.4. Let M be a module over a truss T and let N be a left (resp. right)
induced submodule of M . For all e ∈ N and m ∈M , define the sub-heap
Nme = τ
m
e (N) = {[n, e,m] | n ∈ N}. (3.1)
Then:
(1) Nme is a left (resp. right) induced submodule.
(2) Nme is a left (resp. right) submodule if and only if, for all t ∈ T ,
t ·m ∈ Nme , (resp. m · t ∈ N
m
e ).
(3) If m 6∈ N , then N ∩Nme = ∅.
Proof. (1) First let us note that, as a consequence of Mal’cev idenities, m = τme (e) ∈
Nme . For all t ∈ T ,
[t · [n, e,m], t ·m,m] = [[t · n, t · e, t ·m], t ·m,m]
= [t · n, t · e,m] = [[t · n, t · e, e], e,m] = τme ([t · n, t · e, e]),
by the (left) distributive law, associativity and Mal’cev identities. Since N is a left
induced module, [t · n, t · e, e] ∈ N , and so
[t · [n, e,m], t ·m,m] ∈ τme (N) = N
m
e ,
as required. The case of a right induced module is dealt with symmetrically.
(2) Obviously, if Nme is a submodule and since m ∈ N
m
e , t ·m ∈ N
m
e . Conversely, if
t ·m ∈ Nme , let nm ∈ N be such that
t ·m = τme (nm) = [nm, e,m].
Then, for all n ∈ N ,
t · [n, e,m] = [t · n, t · e, t ·m] = [t · n, t · e, [nm, e,m]]
= [[[t · n, t · e, e], e, nm], e,m] = τ
m
e ([[t · n, t · e, e], e, nm]),
by the (left) distributive law, associativity and the Mal’cev identities. Since N is an
induced submodule, [t · n, t · e, e] ∈ N . Consequently, [[t · n, t · e, e], e, nm] ∈ N , and
therefore t · τme (n) ∈ τ
m
e (N) = N
m
e , for all n ∈ N and t ∈ T , as required.
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(3) Suppose that n ∈ N is an element of Nme , so that there is n
′ ∈ N such that n =
[n′, e,m]. By the associativity of [−,−,−] and the Mal’cev identities, m = [n′, e, n] ∈
N , which contradicts the assumption that m 6∈ N . 
Since Nme is the image of N under the heap isomorphism τ
m
e , N
m
e
∼= N as heaps.
By the foregoing proposition this isomorphism is an isomorphism of induced modules,
therefore M/Nme
∼= M/N. In the case of a module M over a ring R, an R-submodule
is obtained from the point N of the quotient module by choosing m = 0, the zero of
M .
Example 3.5. View the ring Z as a truss with the heap operation [k, l,m]+ = k−l+m
and the usual multiplication of integers. For any n ∈ N, consider the ideal nZ. Then,
for all m ∈ Z,
(nZ)m0 = τ
m
0 (nZ) = {kn+m | k ∈ Z} = {kn+ r | k ∈ Z},
where r is a remainder of the division of m by n, is a paragon. In particular if n does
not divide m, or, equivalently, 0 < m < n then (nZ)m0 is not an ideal. One easily
checks that
T(Z)/(nZ)m0
∼= T(Z/nZ).
For example, (2Z)10 is the set of all odd integers but one can translate it to an ideal by
taking ((2Z)10)
0
1 = 2Z. In spite of the fact that (2Z)
1
0 is not an ideal and that it contains
the identity of Z it is a paragon different from Z, with corresponding quotient being a
non-trivial ring.
Definition 3.6. Let T be a truss. A paragon P ⊆ T is said to be normal if, for all
t ∈ T, tP = Pt.
Proposition 3.7. Let B be a two-sided brace. Then:
(1) S ⊆ B is an ideal if and only if S is a normal paragon in T(B) and 1 ∈ S.
(2) Let I be an ideal in B, then S ∈ B/I if and only if S is a normal paragon in
T(B).
Proof. (1) First, if S is an ideal, then S is a normal paragon in T(B) and 1 ∈ S (see
[6, Definition 3] or the discussion at the end of Section 2.3). In the converse direction,
assume that S is a normal paragon in T(B) and 1 ∈ S. It is enough to show that
(S, ·) is a normal subgroup since S is closed under λ1 (again see [6, Definition 3] or the
discussion at the end of Section 2.3). Let a, b ∈ S, then
S ∋ [a, λ1(ab−1, b), 1] = [a, [ab−1b, ab−1, 1], 1] = [a, [a, ab−1, 1], 1] = [a, a, ab−1] = ab−1,
by the commutativity of the heap operation, associative laws and Mal’cev identities.
Therefore S is a subgroup of B. Finally, the normality of the paragon implies the
normality of the group.
(2) Let us assume that S ∈ B/I for an ideal I. Then S = I + a = I − 1 + a = Ia1
for some a ∈ B. As paragons are induced modules in trusses, by statement (1) and
by Proposition 3.4(1), S is a normal paragon. Conversely, assume that S is a normal
paragon in T(B). Then by Proposition 3.4(1), for any a ∈ S, S1a is a normal paragon
and 1 ∈ S1a. Therefore, by assertion (1) S
1
a is an ideal in B and S = (S
1
a)
a
1 = S
1
a−1+a =
S1a + a ∈ B/S
1
a. 
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Example 3.8. Let B be a (left, right or two-sided) brace. Following [6, Section 4],
the socle Soc(B) of B is defined as
Soc(B) = {a ∈ B | ab = a + b, b ∈ B}.
The socle is an ideal of a brace that is non-trivial, i.e. different from {1} if B is non-
trivial and finite (see [6, Proposition 3] or [10]). For all c ∈ B,
c+ Soc(B) = {c+ a | a ∈ Soc(B)}
is an equivalence class of a congruence in B and hence it is a paragon in T(B). Indeed,
c+ Soc(B) is a sub-heap of T(B), since for all a, a′, a′′ ∈ Soc(B),
[c+ a, c+ a′, c+ a′′] = c+ a− c− a′ + c+ a′′ = c+ (a− a′ + a′′) ∈ c+ Soc(B).
Furthermore, for all b ∈ B,
̺c(c+ a, b) = [c, cb, (c+ a)b] = c− cb+ cb− b+ ab = c+ ab− b ∈ c+ Soc(B),
and
λc(b, c+ a) = [b(c+ a), bc, c] = bc− b+ ba− bc + c = c+ (bab−1)b− b ∈ c+ Soc(B),
by the fact that Soc(B) is a normal subgroup of (B, ·). Therefore, c+Soc(B) is closed
under right and left induced actions, and hence it is a paragon in T(B).
Example 3.9. Let RG be a group ring for an arbitrary ring R and an arbitrary group
G. Let us observe that, for all r ∈ R, the sets
Ar := {
∑
g∈G
rgg |
∑
g∈G
rg = r}
are paragons in T(RG) as inverse images of r under the ring (and hence truss) homo-
morphism
π : RG −→ R,
∑
g∈G
rgg 7−→
∑
g∈G
rg.
In particular, each Ar is a sub-truss only if r is an idempotent. It can be easily
checked (or deduced from the fact that π is an epimorphism combined with the first
isomorphism theorem for algebras) that, for all r ∈ R,
T(RG)/Ar ∼= T(R).
In the remainder of this section we study when the group of units U(R) of a ring
R is an equivalence class for a congruence in R or, equivalently, when U(R) forms a
paragon in T(R).
Lemma 3.10. Let RG be a group ring. If U(RG) is a paragon in T(RG), then U(R)
is a paragon in T(R).
Proof. If e is the neutral element of G, then it is easy to check that re ∈ U(RG) if
and only if r ∈ U(R). In view of this observation and from the fact that U(RG) is a
paragon, if r, r′, r′′ ∈ U(R), then [re, r′e, r′′e] = [r, r′, r′′]e ∈ U(RG), which implies that
[r, r′, r′′] ∈ U(R). Hence U(R) is a sub-heap of T(R). Furthermore, for all r ∈ R, and
r′, r′′ ∈ U(R),
U(RG) ∋ λr
′e(re, r′′e) = [rr′′e, rr′e, r′e] = [rr′′, rr′, r′]e = λr
′
(r, r′′)e,
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which implies that λr
′
(r, r′′) ∈ U(R). Similarly, ̺r
′
(r′′, r) ∈ U(R). Therefore, U(R) is a
paragon in T(R). 
Now one can ask when units are an equivalence class? Although at this stage we are
not able to provide sufficient conditions we still can provide some necessary conditions.
Proposition 3.11. Let R be a ring and assume that U(R) is a paragon in T(R). Then
(1) For all a, b ∈ U(R), a− b 6∈ U(R).
(2) Odd multiples of units in R are units while even ones are not.
(3) The quotient truss T(R)/U(R) corresponds to a ring of characteristic 2.
Proof. (1) If U(R) is a paragon in T(R) or, equivalently by Corollary 3.3 an equivalence
class for a congruence in R, then its translate U(R)0b is an ideal in R (see Proposi-
tion 3.4). Explicitly, U(R)0b consists of elements of the form a − b where a ∈ U(R).
Since 0 6∈ U(R), U(R)0b ∩U(R) = ∅ by Proposition 3.4(3) and hence a− b 6∈ U(R).
(2) Note that for any a ∈ U(R), −a ∈ U(R). We first prove by induction that
(2n+ 1)a ∈ U(R), for all n ∈ N. If n = 0, then the statement is obvious. Now assume
that (2n+ 1)a ∈ U(R), then
(2n+ 3)a = [(2n+ 1)a,−a, a] ∈ U(R),
so for all positive odd numbers and thus also the negative ones the assertion is true.
Since any even multiple is a difference of two odd multiples, the second assertion follows
by (1).
(3) The equivalence class of 1 ∈ R, 1 = U(R) is the identity in the quotient truss
T(R)/U(R). Since both 1 and −1 are units in R, −1 = 1, which implies that 1+1 = 0
in the ring corresponding to T(R)/U(R). 
Example 3.12. Let us consider ring Z4 and its associated truss T(Z4). It is easy to
check that the set U(Z4) = {1, 3} is a paragon in T(Z4). Therefore, U(Z4) is an element
in the quotient of Z4 by the ideal U(Z4)
0
1 = {1, 3}
0
1 = {0, 2} i.e. Z2.
Example 3.12 shows that rings in which units form equivalence classes of congruences
exist. The following theorem classifies all rings in which units form a paragon and the
quotient truss corresponds to the ring Z2.
Theorem 3.13. For a ring R, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) The units U(R) form a paragon in T(R) and T(R)/U(R) ∼= T(Z2).
(2) For all r ∈ R, either r ∈ U(R) or 1− r ∈ U(R).
Proof. Assume first that the statement (1) holds. Since T(R)/U(R) ∼= T(Z2) there
are two disjoint paragons in T(R), U(R) and J , covering the whole of T(R). Since
0 6∈ U(R), 0 ∈ J and hence J is an ideal. Since 1 ∈ U(R), U(R) = τ 10 (J), by
Proposition 3.4. Take any r ∈ R, then either r ∈ U(R) or r ∈ J , in which case also
−r ∈ J (as J is an ideal) and 1− r = τ 10 (−r) ∈ U(R). Hence the statement (2) holds.
In the converse direction, the assumption (2) means in particular that R is a local
ring, i.e. the set of non-units, say J , is an ideal in R. Note that if u ∈ U(R) and r ∈ J ,
then u+ r ∈ U(R), for should u+ r not be a unit, then 1−u−r would be a unit, hence
not an element of J , which would contradict the fact that J is an ideal, as 1−u−r ∈ J .
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Take any u, v, w ∈ U(R). Then
[u, v, w] = u− v + w = (u− 1) + (1− v) + w ∈ U(R),
by the preceding discussion, as u − 1, 1 − v ∈ J and J is an ideal. Hence U(R) is a
sub-heap of T(R). Next, take any r ∈ R and u ∈ U(R). Then, by the same token
[ru, r, 1] = r(u− 1) + 1 ∈ U(R).
Therefore, U(R) is a paragon in T(R).
Finally, take any r ∈ R. If r ∈ U(R), then its class r¯ ∈ T(R)/U(R) is equal to
U(R) = 1¯. If 1− r ∈ U(R), then also r − 1 ∈ U(R), and
r = [r − 1,−1, 0] = τ 0
−1(r − 1) ∈ τ
0
−1(U(R)),
so that r ∈ 0¯. Thus there are two classes 0¯, 1¯ and the corresponding ring is Z2. 
Corollary 3.14. The set U(Zn) is a paragon in T(Zn) if and only if n = 2
k for some
k ∈ N.
Proof. Since the quotient truss T(Zn)/U(Zn) must correspond to a ring of characteristic
2, in the case studied it must correspond to Z2. Thus necessarily we are in the situation
of Theorem 3.13. Hence U(Zn) is a paragon in T(Zn) if and only if, for all m ∈ Zn
gcd(m,n) = 1 or gcd(1 − m,n) = 1. This is equivalent to n having only even prime
factors as needed. 
Example 3.15. (1) Let us consider the subring of Q of the form
Z
2Z+ 1
:=
{
n
2p+ 1
∣∣∣∣ n, p ∈ Z
}
.
Observe that the set of all invertible elements of Z
2Z+1
is
U
(
Z
2Z+ 1
)
= O(Q) :=
{
2q + 1
2p+ 1
∣∣ q, p ∈ Z
}
.
Clearly, O(Q) is not a subring but one can easily check that O(Q) is a well defined
sub-truss (and also a paragon) of T(Q). The elements x of Z
2Z+1
have either an odd
numerator, in which case they are invertible or an even numerator, in which case 1−x
has an odd numerator, hence invertible. Note in passing that O(Q) is an example of a
two-sided brace with operation −+1 − := [−, 1,−].
(2) Let F be a field and consider the local ring R = F[x]/(xn). The polynomials
with root 0 are nilpotent hence not invertible. On the other hand polynomials with a
constant coefficient are invertible. Explicitly, if p(x) = α+q(x), where q(x) is nilpotent
and α 6= 0, then
p(x)−1 = α−1 − α−2
(
q(x) + q(x)2 + . . .+ q(x)n−1
)
. (3.2)
Hence R satisfies assumptions of Theorem 3.13 and so the set of polynomials with a
non-zero constant coefficient is a paragon, and the quotient truss corresponds to the
ring Z2.
(3) The situation described in the preceding example can be adapted to polynomial
rings with coefficients in general commutative rings. Consider R = Q[x]/(xn). If Q is
not an integral domain, then R does not necessarily have the property of Theorem 3.13,
so neither that the units of R form a paragon nor, in case they do, that the quotient
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paragon will be associated to Z2 is guaranteed. By the arguments similar to those in
the proof of Lemma 3.10 one easily finds that if U(R) is a paragon, then so is U(Q).
Using this information, we now specify Q = Zm, and then by Corollary 3.14, necessarily
m = 2k. Units of Z2k [x]/(x
n) are exactly all polynomials p(x) such that p(0) is coprime
with 2. Clearly, if p(x) is a unit, then p(0) must be a unit, hence coprime with 2.
In the converse direction, the formula (3.2) gives the inverse to any polynomial with
the constant term that is a unit in Z2k . Let p(x) be any element of Z2k [x]/(x
n). If
p(0) is coprime with 2, then p(x) is a unit. Otherwise, 1 − p(x) has a constant term
coprime with 2, hence it is a unit. Thus assertions of Theorem 3.13 are satisfied and we
conclude that U(Z2k [x]/(x
n)) is a paragon in T(R) and the quotient truss is associated
to Z2.
Lemma 3.16. Let T be a unital truss. If the set of units U(T ) is a sub-heap of T ,
then U(T ) is a brace.
Proof. Assume that U(T ) is a sub-heap and since U(T ) is a group with truss multi-
plication, U(T ) is a brace-type truss in which every element is invertible, and hence a
brace by [4, Corollary 3.10]. 
We conclude this section with the derivation of abelian cyclic braces of [11, Propo-
sition 4] as quotients of a commutative truss by a paragon.
Proposition 3.17. Let a be a positive integer and let Z(a) denote the commutative
unital truss with the heap operation derived from the addition in Z, and the multipli-
cation,
m · n = amn +m+ n, for all m,n ∈ Z; (3.3)
see [4, Corollary 3.53].
(1) For all N ∈ Z+,
NZ = {mN | m ∈ Z},
is a paragon in Z(a).
(2) For all k ≥ 1, Z(2)/2k+1Z is a brace-type truss in which every element is a unit
(hence a brace) and
U
(
Z(2)/2k+1Z
)
= C2 ⊕ C2k .
Proof. (1) NZ is an abelian subgroup of Z, hence a sub-heap of Z. Note that 0 is the
identity in Z(a). Hence, for all m ∈ Z and nN ∈ NZ,
m ·0 (nN) = [amnN +m+ nN,m, 0]
= amnN +m+ nN −m = (amn+ n)N ∈ NZ.
Since 0 ∈ NZ, the assertion follows.
(2) First, one easily proves by induction that, for all m ∈ Z and n ∈ N,
m·n =
(am+ 1)n − 1
a
, (3.4)
where m·n means the n-th power with respect of the product (3.3) in Z(a). Using
formula (3.4) one proves that, for all k ≥ 1,
m·2
k
≡ 0 mod 2k+1, (3.5)
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in Z(2). Indeed, if k = 1,
m·2 =
(2m+ 1)2 − 1
2
= 2m(m+ 1) ≡ 0 mod 4.
Next note that
m·2
k+1
=
(2m+ 1)2
k+1
− 1
2
=
(2m+ 1)2
k
− 1
2
((2m+ 1)2
k
+ 1).
Hence if the first factor is divisible by 2k+1, then m·2
k+1
is divisible by 2k+2, since the
second factor is even. Thus the stated congruence relation follows for all k by the
principle of induction.
Since 0 is the identity in Z(2), the congruence relation (3.5) implies that every element
in Z(2)/2k+1Z is a unit and that elements of U
(
Z(2)/2k+1Z
)
have order not greater that
2k, hence U
(
Z(2)/2k+1Z
)
is not a cyclic group. We will show that 1 has the maximal
order 2k. Since
1·2
k
=
32
k
− 1
2
,
this is equivalent to the statement that 3 is an order 2k element in the group of units
U(Z2k+2). This follows from the (inductively proven) fact that, for all k,
32
k
= 1 + nk2
k+2,
where nk is odd and the observation that the order of any element of U(Z2k+2) is a
power of 2.
Thus, U
(
Z(2)/2k+1Z
)
is an abelian group of order 2k+1 that is not a cyclic group,
but contains an element of order 2k, hence it must be isomorphic to C2 ⊕ C2k . 
4. Extensions
By the standard construction, given a ring R and an R-bimoduleM one can define an
extension ofR byM as a ring with the abelian group structure R⊕M and multiplication
(r,m)(r′, m′) = (rr′, rm′ +mr′). In this section we show that this construction can be
extended to one-sided modules, but then the result is a truss rather than a ring.
Let us start with the following motivating observations.
Example 4.1. Let G be an abelian group. Then the ring End(G) acts on G by
evaluation, i.e. End(G)×G → G, (f, g) 7→ f(g). One easily checks that the following
binary operation on End(G)⊕G
(f, g)(f ′, g′) = (f ◦ f ′, g + f(g′)), for all f, f ′ ∈ End(G), g, g′ ∈ G, (4.1)
is associative. However, the operation (4.1) does not distribute over the addition
End(G)⊕G, since for all f, f ′, f ′′ ∈ End(G) and g, g′, g′′ ∈ G, on one hand
(f, g)((f ′, g′) + (f ′′, g′′)) = (f ◦ f ′ + f ◦ f ′′, g + f(g′) + f(g′′)),
while on the other
(f, g)(f ′, g′) + (f, g)(f ′′, g′′) = (f ◦ f ′ + f ◦ f ′′, g + g + f(g′) + f(g′′)).
Notwithstanding, it is easy to check that the operation (4.1) distributes over the ternary
heap operation associated to the addition in End(G)⊕G. In summary, the extension
of the endomorphism ring of a group by this group is a truss.
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Now we place Example 4.1 in a more general framework of extensions of trusses by
one-sided modules.
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a truss and let M be a left T -module. Then, for all e ∈ M,
T ×M is a truss with the Cartesian product heap structure and multiplication
(t,m)(t′, m′) = (tt′, [m, t · e, t ·m′]), (4.2)
for all t, t′ ∈ T and m,m′ ∈ M . We denote this truss by T [M ; e] and call it an
extension of T by M .
Proof. That T ×M with given operations is a truss can be checked by direct calcula-
tions. We start with the associative law. For all t, t′, t′′ ∈ T and m,m′, m′′ ∈M ,
(t,m)((t′, m′)(t′′, m′′)) = (t,m) (t′t′′, [m′, t′ · e, t′ ·m′′])
= (tt′t′′, [m, t · e, t · [m′, t′ · e, t′ ·m′′]])
= (tt′t′′, [[m, t · e, t ·m′], tt′ · e, tt′ ·m′′])
= (tt′, [m, t · e, t ·m′])(t′′, m′′) = ((t,m)(t′, m′))(t′′, m′′),
where the third equality follows by the distributive and associative laws for modules
over trusses and by the associativity of the heap operation. To prove the left distributive
law we compute, for all t, t′, t′′, t′′′ ∈ T and m,m′, m′′, m′′′ ∈M :
(t,m)[(t′, m′),(t′′, m′′), (t′′′, m′′′)] = (t,m)([t′, t′′, t′′′], [m′, m′′, m′′′])
= (t[t′, t′′, t′′′], [m, t · e, t · [m′, m′′, m′′′])
= ([tt′, tt′′, tt′′′], [[m,m,m], [t · e, t · e, t · e], [t ·m′, t ·m′′, t ·m′′′]])
= ([tt′, tt′′, tt′′′], [[m, t · e, t ·m′], [m, t · e, t ·m′′], [m, t · e, t ·m′′′]])
= [(t,m)(t′, m′), (t,m)(t′′, m′′), (t,m)(t′′′, m′′′)].
The third equality follows by the distributive laws for trusses and modules over trusses
and by the Mal’cev identities (which imply that the heap operation is an idempotent
operation). The rearrangement of brackets leading to the fourth equality is possible
since M is an abelian heap. Similarly, for the right distributivity,
[(t′, m′),(t′′, m′′), (t′′′, m′′′)](t,m) = ([t′, t′′, t′′′], [m′, m′′, m′′′]) (t,m)
= ([t′t, t′′t, t′′′t], [[m′, m′′, m′′′], [t′, t′′, t′′′] · e, [t′, t′′, t′′′] ·m])
= ([t′t, t′′t, t′′′t], [[m′, m′′, m′′′], [t′ · e, t′′ · e, t′′′ · e], [t′ ·m, t′′ ·m, t′′′ ·m]])
= ([t′t, t′′t, t′′′t], [[m′, t′ · e, t′ ·m], [m′′, t′′ · e, t′′ ·m], [m′′′, t′′′ · e, t′′′ ·m]])
= [(t′, m′)(t,m), (t′′, m′′)(t,m), (t′′′, m′′′)(t,m)].
Here, as in the preceding computation, the third equality is obtained by the distributive
laws, while the fourth one follows from the fact that M is an abelian heap. Since the
operation (4.2) is associative and distributes from both sides over the heap operation
in T ×M , T [M ; e] is a truss, as claimed. 
A natural question that arises here is whether T [M ; e] can be a truss associated with
a ring.
Lemma 4.3. The truss T [M ; e] is ring-type if and only if M = {e} and T = T(R) for
some ring R.
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Proof. Let T [M ; e] be a ring-type truss and (t′, m′) be an absorber in T [M ; e]. Then,
for all m ∈M and t ∈ T ,
(t′t, [m′, t′ · e, t′ ·m]) = (t′, m′)(t,m) = (t′, m′) = (t,m)(t′, m′) = (tt′, [m, t · e, t ·m′]),
which immediately implies that t′ is the absorber in T . Therefore, T = T(R), where
R has the same multiplication as T and the abelian group structure obtained as the
t′-retract of (T, [−,−,−]).
Observe that [m, t ·e, t ·m′] = m′ implies t ·m′ = [t ·e,m,m′], so choosing m = t ·e we
obtain t ·m′ = m′, for all t ∈ T , i.e. m′ is an absorber in M . Hence m′ = [t · e,m,m′],
for all m ∈M . In particular, for m = e, t · e = e. Therefore, for all m ∈M ,
[e,m,m′] = m′,
which implies that m = e. So if the truss T [M ; e] is ring-type, then M = {e}.
The converse implication follows by the simple observation that T(R) ∼= T(R)[{e}; e].

Put differently, Lemma 4.3 asserts that the truss obtained by extension by a non-
trivial module is never a truss associated to a ring.
We now list properties of an extension truss.
Theorem 4.4. Let T be a truss, M be a left T -module and let e ∈M .
(1) For any e¯ ∈M , T [M ; e] ∼= T [M ; e¯].
(2) M is a left T [M ; e]-module with the action, for all m,m′ ∈M and t ∈ T ,
(t,m) ·m′ = [m, t · e, t ·m′].
In particular, (t,m) · e = m.
(3) The induced actions of T [M ; e] on M coincide with the induced actions of T on
M , i.e. for all e¯ ∈M
(t,m) ·e¯ m
′ = t ·e¯ m
′.
In particular, if e¯ is an absorber in the T -module M , then (t,m) ·e¯ m
′ = t ·m′.
(4) For all a ∈ T , the sub-heap Ma := {a}×M is a paragon in T [M ; e]. Furthermore,
T [M ; e]/Ma ∼= T.
Ma is an ideal in T [M ; e] if and only if a is an absorber in T .
(5) The sub-heap Te := T × {e} is a sub-truss and a left paragon of T [M ; e]. Fur-
thermore,
T [M ; e]/Te ∼= M,
as left T [M ; e]-modules.
(6) The extension truss T [M ; e] is unital if and only if T is a unital truss and M is
a unital module. Furthermore, U(T [M ; e]) = U(T )×M .
Proof. (1) Consider the heap automorphism:
Θ = idT × τ
e¯
e : T ×M −→ T ×M, (t,m) 7−→ (t, [m, e, e¯]).
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We will show that Θ is a truss isomorphism from T [M ; e] to T [M ; e¯]. Let us take any
t, t′ ∈ T and m,m′ ∈ M , and compute
Θ(t,m)Θ(t′, m′) = (t, [m, e, e¯]) (t′, [m′, e, e¯])
= (tt′, [[m, e, e¯] , t · e¯, t · [m′, e, e¯]])
= (tt′, [[m, e, e¯] , t · e¯, [t ·m′, t · e, t · e¯]])
= (tt′, [[t ·m′, t · e, t · e¯] , t · e¯, [m, e, e¯]])
= (tt′, [[t ·m′, t · e,m] , e, e¯])
= (tt′, [[m, t · e, t ·m′] , e, e¯]) = Θ ((t,m)(t′, m′)) ,
where the third equality follows by the left distributive law for actions. The fourth
and sixth equalities are consequences of the fact that M is an abelian heap. The key
cancellation and rearrangement of brackets leading to the fifth equality result from the
associative laws for and Mal’cev properties of heap operations. Thus Θ is the required
isomorphism of trusses.
(2) The proof of the associative and distributive laws for M as a T [M ; e]-module
follow by the same chains of arguments as that in the proof of Theorem 4.2 for the
corresponding laws for the truss T [M ; e], and thus are left to the reader. The property
(t,m) · e = m follows immediately by the Mal’cev identity.
(3) For the first statement, observe that
(t,m) ·e¯ m
′ = [(t,m) ·m′, (t,m) · e¯, e¯]
= [[m, t · e, t ·m′], [m, t · e, t · e¯], e¯] = [t ·m′, t · e¯, e¯] = t ·e¯ m
′,
by the Mal’cev identities, associativity of the heap operation and by the fact that M is
an abelian heap. The second statement follows immediately by the Mal’cev identity.
(4) For all t ∈ T , m,m′, m′′ ∈M ,
[(t,m)(a,m′), (t,m)(a, e), (a, e)] = [(ta, [m, t · e, t ·m′]) , (ta, [m, t · e, t · e]) , (a, e)]
= ([ta, ta, a] , [[m, t · e, t ·m′] , m, e])
= (a, [t ·m′, t · e, e]) ∈Ma,
by the Mal’cev identities and the associativity of heap operations. Hence Ma is a left
paragon. The right paragon property of Ma is proven in a similar way.
Consider the following maps
ϕ : T −→ T [M ; e]/Ma, t 7−→ (t, e),
ψ : T [M ; e]/Ma −→ T, (t,m) 7−→ t.
The map ϕ is the quotient of the heap map ϕ˜ : T −→ T [M ; e], given by t 7−→ (t, e).
Note that, for all t, t′ ∈ T ,
ϕ˜(t)ϕ˜(t′) = (t, e)(t′, e) = (tt′, [e, t · e, t · e]) = (tt′, e) = ϕ˜(tt′),
i.e. ϕ˜ is a truss homomorphism, and thus so is ϕ.
We need to check whether the map ψ is well-defined. By the definitions of Ma and
the sub-heap relation, (t,m) ∼Ma (t
′, m′) if and only if there exist m′′, m′′′ ∈ M such
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that
(a,m′′′) = [(t,m), (t′, m′), (a,m′′)] = ([t, t′, a], [m,m′, m′′]) . (4.3)
Thus, in particular a = [t, t′, a] which implies t′ = t. Therefore, the element t is fully
determined by the class of (t,m). This means that the function ψ is well-defined. The
second consequence of (4.3) is that the class of (t,m) is fully determined by t, i.e. it
does not depend on the choice of m. This implies that the composite function ϕ ◦ ψ is
the identity. That the composite ψ ◦ ϕ is identity is obvious.
The fact that Ma is an ideal in T [M ; e] if and only if a is an absorber in T follows
immediately from the analysis of the first entries in the products (t,m)(a,m′) and
(a,m)(t,m′).
(5) It is obvious that Te is closed under the ternary heap operation. That Te is
closed under the multiplication as well follows immediately by the Mal’cev identity.
Let us take (t′′, m) ∈ T [M ; e] and (t′, e), (t, e) ∈ Te, and use the definition of the truss
operations for T [M ; e] and Mal’cev identities to compute:
[(t′′, m)(t′, e), (t′′, m)(t, e), (t, e)] = [(t′′t′, [m, t′′ · e, t′′ · e]), (t′′t, [m, t′′ · e, t′′ · e]), (t, e)]
= ([t′′t′, t′′t, t], [m,m, e]) = ([t′′t′, t′′t, t], e) ∈ Te.
Therefore, Te is a left paragon hence a left induced T [M ; e]-submodule of T [M ; e]. The
left T [M ; e]-module isomorphism T [M ; e]/Te −→ M is constructed in the similar way
to the isomorphism in part (4). In particular, one finds that, for all t, t′ ∈ T and
m,m′ ∈M ,
(a) (t, e) ∼Te (t
′, e) and
(b) if (t,m) ∼Te (t
′, m′), then m = m′.
Hence we can fix a ∈ T and consider the following functions:
ϕ : M −→ T [M ; e]/Te, m 7−→ (a,m),
ψ : T [M ; e]/Te −→M, (t,m) 7−→ m.
The map ϕ is the quotient of a heap homomorphism m 7−→ (a,m) hence a heap
homomorphism. Furthermore, using observation (a) one can compute
(t,m) · ϕ(m′) = (t,m)(a,m′) = (ta, [m, t · e, t ·m′])
= (a, [m, t · e, t ·m′]) = (a, (t,m) ·m′) = ϕ((t,m) ·m′).
Hence ϕ is a homomorphism of T [M ; e]-modules. That ψ is well-defined follows by the
observation (b). Again (a) implies that ϕ ◦ ψ = id and the other inverse property is
obvious.
(6) If T has identity 1, then (1, e) is the identity for the extended truss T [M ; e] by
the Mal’cev properties and by the unitality of M . Conversely, if (a, e¯) is the identity
of T [M ; e], then, for all (t,m) ∈ T [M ; e],
(t,m) = (a, e¯)(t,m) = (at, [e¯, a · e, a ·m]), (4.4a)
(t,m) = (t,m)(a, e¯) = (ta, [m, t · e, t · e¯]). (4.4b)
Comparison of the first elements in each pair in equalities (4.4) yields that T is unital
with the identity 1 = a. Evaluation of (4.4a) at m = e produces the equality e¯ = e,
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while its evaluation at m = 1 · e gives e¯ = 1 · e, and hence 1 ·m = m, for all m ∈ M ,
again by (4.4a).
Let u be a unit in T . Then, for all m ∈M ,
(u,m)(u−1, [e, u−1 ·m, u−1 · e]) = (uu−1, [m, u · e, u · [e, u−1 ·m, u−1 · e]])
= (1, [[m, u · e, u · e], uu−1 ·m, uu−1 · e])] = (1, e),
by the distributive and associative laws for modules, axioms of heaps and unitality of
M . In a similar way, by the axioms of a heap
(u−1, [e, u−1 ·m, u−1 · e])(u,m) = (u−1u, [[e, u−1·m, u−1 · e], u−1 · e, u−1 ·m]) = (1, e).
Hence, if u is a unit in T , (u,m) is a unit in T [M ; e], for all m ∈ M . This proves the
inclusion U(T ) ×M ⊆ U(T [M ; e]). The converse inclusion follows immediately from
the definition of the product in T [M ; e]. 
Remark 4.5. Assertions (4) and (5) of Theorem 4.4 yield the following sequence, for
all a ∈ T ,
M 
 ιa
// T [m; e]
pi
// //
T,? _
j
oo
where ιa : m 7−→ (a,m), j : t 7−→ (t, e) and π : (t,m) 7−→ t. This sequence is a split-
exact sequence of trusses in the following sense. The map π is a split epimorphism of
trusses (j is the splitting monomorphism) and the relation induced by the image of ιa
is the kernel relation for π. In summary, Theorem 4.2 describes a split extension of
trusses.
The assertion (6) of Theorem 4.4 implies the following
Corollary 4.6. An extension truss T [M ; e] is a truss associated to a brace if and only
if T is associated to a brace and M is a unital T -module.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 (6) T [M ; e] is brace-type (unital) if and only if T is brace-
type. Furthermore, U(T [M ; e]) = T [M ; e] if, and only if U(T ) = T , i.e. T [M ; e] is a
multiplicative group (brace) if and only if T is as well. 
It might be instructive to contrast Lemma 4.3 with Corollary 4.6. While only trivial
truss extension of a ring results in a ring (alas an extension in name only), an extension
of a brace by any unital module is a brace.
Example 4.7. Let B be a brace. Then T(B) is a left module over itself by multipli-
cation, hence one can consider the extension truss T(B)[T(B); 1]. As a heap,
T(B)[T(B); 1] = T(B)× T(B).
The multiplication comes out as, for all b1, b2, b
′
1, b
′
2 ∈ B,
(b1, b2)(b
′
1, b
′
2) = (b1b
′
1, b2 − b1 + b1b
′
2). (4.5)
T(B)[T(B); 1] is the truss associated to the brace with additive structure given by
B⊕B and multiplication given by the formula (4.5). Note that, even if the brace B is
abelian (i.e. the truss T(B) is commutative), the extended brace need not be so.
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For an explicit example we may consider the brace obtained as the 0-retract of the
truss Z(2)/2k+1Z in Proposition 3.17. The multiplication in Z(2)/2k+1Z[Z(2)/2k+1Z; 0]
is given by
(m, s)(n, t) =
(
2mn +m+ n mod 2k+1 , 2mt+ s+ t mod 2k+1
)
.
In particular, the multiplicative group of Z(2)/4Z[Z(2)/4Z; 0] is generated by elements
a = (0, 1), x = (1, 0), y = (2, 0),
which satisfy the following relations
a4 = x2 = y2 = (0, 0), xax = a3, xy = yx, ay = ya,
and hence it is isomorphic to the direct product of the dihedral group D8 and the cyclic
group C2. The additive structure of the brace associated to Z
(2)/4Z[Z(2)/4Z; 0] is that
of C4 ⊕ C4.
Since the socle, Soc(B), is an ideal in a brace B, it is a left (induced) T (B)-module.
The multiplication on T(B)[Soc(B); 1] = T(B)× Soc(B) derived from (4.5) reduces to
(b, a)(b′, a′) = (bb′, a− b+ ba) = (bb′, a+ bab−1).
Remark 4.8. In view of Theorem 4.4, since M is a module over the extended truss
T [M ; e], the extension procedure could be iterated. This, however, rather than pro-
ducing genuinely new examples boils down to the truss extension by the T -module
obtained as the product of T -modules.
We conclude the paper with the following
Remark 4.9. By analysing the proofs of main statements of this section, that is Theo-
rem 4.2 and Theorem 4.4, one can easily convince oneself that the assertions hold for
left trusses and their left modules (and also for right trusses if left modules are replaced
by right ones). Since for a left truss T no right distributivity is assumed, one does not
assume that the action of T on a left module M right distributes over the heap oper-
ation on T (otherwise T would not be its own module). But this right distributivity
is not needed neither for the associativity of the product in (4.2) in T [M ; e] nor for its
left distributivity. Thus, if T is a left truss and M is a left T -module, then T [M ; e]
with Cartesian product heap structure and with multiplication (4.2) is a left truss.
Main assertions of Theorem 4.2 stand if the words “truss” or “paragon” are qualified
by the adjective “left”. Most importantly, the one-sided version of Corollary 4.6, with
no changes in the formula for the multiplicative group structure, equips one with the
procedure of obtaining left braces from left braces.
For example, if (B,+, ·) is a left brace and (B, ·) acts on an abelian group M by
automorphisms, i.e. M is a left module over a brace in the sense of Rump (see e.g.
[12, Section 5]), then M is a left T(B)-module, and by Corollary 4.6 T (B)[M ; 0] is
a left truss associated to a left brace obtained as a special case of [1, Theorem 3.3]
(with the trivial cocycles and the right action of (B, ·) on M given by the inverse of
the left action). Note that not all modules over the truss T(B) associated to a brace B
correspond to modules over this brace, which indicates that the results presented in this
section provide one with additional flexibility, and thus might lead to new examples of
braces.
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